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.1. OPENING OF THE SESSION
OUVERTURE DE LA SESSION

The PRESIDENT: I call the Assembly to order. The Fourteenth World Health

Assembly is now in session. I have the pleasure of welcoming as President every

person in this room to this opening meeting. A little later there will be a more

specific welcome.

2. .ADDRESS OF WELCOME AY THE MINISTRf OF HEALTH OF INDIA
ALLOCUTION DE BIENVENUE DU MINISTRE DE LA SANTE DE L'INDE

The PRESIDENT: I now call on Mr D.P. Karmarkar to address us.

Mr KARIARK_ÀR, Minister of Health cf India: Mr President, PrimaMini =tr'? Sir,

Dr Oandau, Excellencies, ladies and gentlemen. It is my proud privilege this

morning to extend to you, on behalf of the Government of India, a hearty welcome to

this fourteenth session of the World Health Assembly. The session of the World

Health Assembly is a significant event in India but, if I might say .so, it is

particularly so, this being the first meeting of the World Health Assembly, in

this part of the world, Isla. I had the privilege of attending, during the last

two years, sessions of the World Health Assembly, and it did not take me longer

than a few days to realize that it .might: be good for us and good for WHO if we

had as early a session as possible here; and I am very happy to share what might

otherwise have been an official secret: that after the suggestion was received

the Prime Minister of India did not take as long as twenty -four hours to send

his blessings for this invitation. I remember very well with what great
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cordiality both the Secretariat of the Organization and all the delegations

assembled in Geneva received this proposal, and therefore it is with a special

sense of pleasure and privilege that on behalf of the Government of India I extend

to you this hearty welcome. We have tried to see that you are as comfortable as

possible right from the customs to your residential places. There might be

shortcomings, but I am quite sure that, with your generosity, you will pardon

us for them.

This is not an occasion bn which I trill give myself the liberty of dilating

at any length on the good work of WHO. ,Many of you are aware that, amongst other

countries, India was one of the first to welcome the formation of this organization;

and it is a matter of pleasure for me to recall that one of the first regional

organizations to be established was for the Region of South -East Asia, and that was

as far back' as 1948. Those of you that had the privilege of attending that first

meeting will doubtless recall what our Prime Minister said on that occasion: that

if the objectives that WHO had set before itself were fulfilled much of the

trouble in the world would cease, because those objectives covered physical, mental

and social well being. As a humble person partaking in this venture of health

I am proud to see, from the records and from what I saw myself, the way in which

WHO has moved. It had a good grounding - something to begin with - in the

earlier efforts of the League of Nations; but one great stride that WHO has taken

is that it has not only continued to be a guiding organization, a guiding agency

for the welfare and health of the world, but it is a matter of pride that after

a few years it actually partook in the work of solving some of the most difficult

problems in the field of health. We are proud to see how it has guided the
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problem of the eradication of malaria. We are proud of the guidance that it has

given in recent years in the eradication of smallpox. We are proud of the various

services that it has rendered both by way of discussions, by way of organizational

endeavour, and by way of giving the best possible aid in the form of technical

personnel:-

It is also a matter of gratification, if you will pardon my saying so, that,

in return for what WHO has done for us, we have struggled our best to place that

part of the personnel which they required at any time and in any region in which

they wanted us to work. And therefore it is with the usual approach to world

problems which, under the able lead of-our Prime Minister, we have tried to follow,

that we have tried to participate in the deliberations and the - activities of this

august body in the best measure possible.

Now, as-you all know, India was one of the founder Members and, as I said a

moment ago, we have tried to participate actively in the regional_ organization, so

it night come as welcome news to you that, after some years which were taken -

necessarily - the South -East Asia Regional Organization will find a permanent

residence in a fitting building in New Delhi.

Now I should also like to take this opportunity to tender our respectful

congratulations and greetings to all those who have made the work of the World

Health I.ssembly and the World Health Organization a success: the previous

Presidents of the various îissemblies, and the - Directors -General; and now our

present Director -General, DrCandau, whose able guidance has enabled the

Organization to continue this work with- relentless zeal - I should also like

to tender my congratulations to him and all his colleagues who have made the

work worth while.
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You might have noticed that we have tried to supplement the work of this

Assembly, by two small ventures. One is what we, have called a health progress

exhibition, and therein you will find an exhibition which will be inaugurated by

our respected Vice -President on the tenth evening. You will find a small picture

of what is happening, firstly in the world, secondly in theSouthEast Asia Region,

and thirdly in India. I should like to express on behalf of the Government. of

India: our sincere thanks 'to all participants in that exhibition. We have also

tried to bring out a small souvenir for .the. occasion, which might. serve as

intellectual food: a special number of Swasth Hind- which is the official health

organ of the Government of Indian and therein you will,find, when the copies are

given to you, that representative articles from experts in the field from all parts

of the world and in India have tried to make the brochure as informative. as possible.

I am sure in my mind that you will welcome these small efforts, for we thought that

aft Assembly like this would not be quite complete unless we enabled the delegates

also to.share the latest information as.to the development of. work, the fulfilment

of which has been largely the outcome of the work of this august assembly.

I should also like to say how very happy we feel - it is not a mere sense of

pleasure but a real sense of gratefulness - because this assembly, I have no doubt

in my mind, will enable not only the South -East Asia Region and Asia, but

particularly India - because with so many experts from all parts of the world

here, even their mere physical presence would inspire efforts that have been

going on for the promotion of health in India. We have also tried to take

advantage of the occasion by inviting some of the:experts to join us in some
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few'symposia we are organizing. I am quite sure in my mind that the proceedings

of this august assembly, as well as the proceedings of those symposia, will help in

strengthening our work in India.

I will not also abuse this occasion by telling anything of what is happening in

India. We have been struggling our best; we are in the mid -way. We are on the

way towards overcoming the problem of eradication of malaria, and so in the matter

of other communicable diseases. We have been struggling to give our people a

protected water supply. We have been struggling to convince our people that the

basic foundation of all health will be good environmental sanitation.' And as a

humble token of what we have been Struggling to do - it is only a token - I am

presenting presently, with your permission, sir, to you an album of photographs

of what was done (so that it might persuade our countrymen to believe that the

thing can be done) where four million people of ours assemble every six years at a

place, already hallowed, but much more respected now because it is the home town of

our Prime Minister - Prayag, where two sacred rivers meet; and there we have a

congregation of four million people occasionally, and it was a matter of something

in the nature of self- satisfaction to see that the health arrangements were so good,

thanks to the efforts of the people and the authorities, that not one case of

cholera occurred and, as a British expert said, not one fly nor one mosquito could

be seen. I am just citing that one example as a small sample of our struggle.

We have to struggle a long way; it may take decades - a decade or two - and just

as'I have looked in the past to the guidance of the World Health Organization and

to the deliberations of the World Health assemblies for strengthening our work,

we shall continue to do so, and we have no doubt in our mind that our hopes

will be fulfilled.
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Well, Mr President, I should not like to detain the Assembly longer,

but though it is not an item on the agenda, in the best Indian tradition,

I am doing something which perhaps might be unacceptable, for which I shall

have to seek pardon after the Assembly is over, and that is, in token of our

humble greetings to you and our welcome to all of you - I will now present

a small humble garland to you.

Amid applause, Mr Karmarkar placed a garland round the President t s neck.
Au milieu des applaudissements, M. Karmarkar fasse une guirlande au cou

. du Président,

The PRESIDENT: Thank you very much indeed for this welcome to all the

delegates, and especially for this very handsome gift on their behalf to the

President.

3., .OPENING ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT

ALLOCUTION INAUGURALE DU PRESIDENT

 The PRESIDENT; I now have the very welcome task of, on your behalf,

fellow delegates, welcoming the Prime Minister, Mr Nehru; .also other

distinguished guests. on the rostrum and the delegates of- Members and

representatives of Associate Members, the observers of the Member States and

territories, representatives of all invited intergovernmental and non-

governmental organizations) and the two representatives of the Executive Board

of our organization - welcome to all of you;,

Now I will give a spscial welcome to the delegates of..States which, during
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the past yea;, became full Members of our organization. These are: the

Republic of Chad, the Central African Republic, the Republic of the Congo

(Brazzaville), the Republic of Cyprus, the Republic of Dahomey, the Gabon

Republic, the Republic of the Ivory Coast, the Malagasy-Re-public, the

Republic of Mali, the Republic of the Niger, the Federation of Nigeria, the

Republic of Senegal, the Republic of Somalia, the Republic .of. the_ T3ppeT ` 1-` ' -

to all of you, a special welcome..

Fellow delegates, the pleasurable anticipation with which we accepted

the invitation of the Government of India to meet in New Delhi has become a

reality. Here we are in the seat of government of a great nation,:devóted to

individual liberty, struggling determinedly towards economic, agricultural,_: and,

industrial sufficiency so that that freedom can be upheld, and the while

exerting increasing influence in international affairs. Here we are in the

heart of.a country of age -old culture, the land rf the Nobel- Prize -winning

poet Tegore, Our delight at being.here wells. and overflows in thanks. Our..

presence ás an organization evidences our appreciation of the immensity of Indials
A

problems, and expresses our wishfulness to assist her people in the shortest

possible time to higher standards of health.

We pay tribute to achievements already attained. The expectation of life

in India is increasing, the death rate steadily going down. More mothers and

babes are surviving childbirth. The yardstick of infant mortality improves:

in 1921 this was approximately 200 per thousand live births; in 1947 it was -150;
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in 1955, towards the end of Indiats first five -year plan, it was 110 .-

a decline in eight --post- independence years almost equalling that of the

36 years from 1921 to 1947. In training medical personnel a marriage of

curative, social, and preventive education aims not only at coping with the

immediate problem of sickness, but at enabling doctors to join intelligently

in long -term attacks-on -urgent., problema _af._malnutrita.,ony_ j,nsanitation, and

communicable disease. Progress in health is certain where this integration of

preventive and curative medicine obtains. Hence we look forward in conf ident

to the future achievements of our Indian colleagues in solving the immense

health problems of tDeir land.

We have in the weeks ahead the twofold task of reviewing the work of our

organization in 1960, and of critically appraising the work proposed for 1962.

The year under review has proved once again that the World Health Organization

can act constructively not only in the day -to -day routine of its global

task, but also when a sudden emergency requires promptand efficient response.

From the Congo came the call to cope with the immediate health situation-consequent-

on on post -independence developments. The answer was immediate. Staff members

from headquarters and regional offices were assigned to co- ordinate all health

work in that country. Long -term plans for developing appropriate medical cadres

and for training medical personnel were made. Short -term needs for the basic

health services have necessitated the recruitment of 130 health personnel for

service in the Congo, a task undertaken by WHO and not yet fully achieved.
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Previously in our short history we demonstrated ability to meet emergencies; it

has been vindicated again in the Congo, a country which on independence, had not

a single Congolese doctor, and which with international aid, had avoided epidemic

outbreaks of disease and maintained its health situation on a reasonable level

through 1960.

Our attack on major pestilences has continued. During the year sixty -one

countries or territories were fully engaged on malaria eradication work, and nineteen

more are at the point of adopting final plans. In smallpox eradication progress,

though slow, is apparent. It is to the credit of our host country that she has

initiated energetic measures, each of her States having under way pilot projects

pointing the way to freedom from this disease for the 108 million people of India.

Against tuberculosis there has been further confirmation from comparative trials of

domiciliary and institutional chemotherapy that, in suitable circumstances, the

former is by no means inferior to the latter in healing power, or in avoiding

relapses or spread of infection in family contacts. In the world battle against yaws

we are about half -way, with 100 million sufferers examined and 40 million required

treatments givenl 1960 added its quota of achievement here.

More effective methods of prevention of rabies are now possible for the protection

of the half million people bitten each year by rabid dogs. We are making headway

against poliomyelitis. WHO regional poliomyelitis centres have increasing

importance as international watch -dogs investigating epidemics and poliomyelitis

cases following vaccination with live poliovirus. A WHO expert committee went on

record during the year as to the safety of orally administered vaccine, set out inter-

nationally acceptable standards for live vaccine and, in the light of present know-

ledge, advised health administrations of the world as to policy in polio immunization.

This garnering and crystallizing of expert information, and its dissemination for

our guidance, is one of the increasingly valuable functions of our organization,
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Our function in health research is clarifying. Our sphere lies in concentration

on the problems of countries that have neither the trained workers nor sufficient

means for their investigation. We continued to strengthen national health services.

We vigorously pursued our education and training of professional and auxiliary

personnel for competent participation in their country's health work, providing 1006

fellowships for 122 countries and territories. This is a vital function, to be con-

tinued until the world shortage is overcome. That is .a far -away vista: taking doctors

alone, in developed countries approximately one doctor to a thousand people pertains,

while developing countries are having to manage with one to somewhere between five and

fifty thousand people.

During 1960 our Member strength reached 102 -- 100 Members and two Associates.

We congratulate and welcome as full colleagues those Member States: that attained

independence during the year. There will be a pleasure ahead in this Assembly in the

welcoming of three more States to membership or associate membership.

Our Director -General has once more demonstrated his versatality. and competence

in leadership. In 1960 he has enhanced the reputation of our Organization. We

return thanks to him and to all his staff.

Our Executive Board transmits encouraging news of our new headquarters in Geneva.

It suggests for your review of the 1962 programme an adjusted budget representing an

increase of 8.97 per cent. on the present year's revised budget. It makes new

proposals for the financing of our malaria eradication_ programme. It points out that in

the Region where we now meet sickness stems from bad sanitation and nutritional

deficiencies related to the standard of living, and that we must concentrate on helping

governments in controlling communicable diseases, in expanding rural health services,

and in training national personnel.
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In our host country nutritional experts advise that, nutritionally, the

mixing of different cereals and also eating various kinds of peas and beans with

rice or other cereals offers the best hope of solving the protein problem of India.

The people need to know the advantages of eating more of their beans and peas, and

the farmer of better varieties of rice and of the value of wider use of fertilizer

and of simple irrigation methods. If this be so, WH0 can further health -education

of this type by helping as much as possible to train indigenous persc.nnel for

extension work. We are pledged to help nations to -good enitation. We will do

what we can within our budgetary limitations to assist programmes for the improve-

ment of community water supplies, and to train personnel.for supervisory and

executive functions in sanitation.

This is our Fourteenth World Health Assembly. have, in our short life,

had striking successes in transmitting modern techniques of public health to less

developed lands. Yet yearly millions still die from diseases which, in principle,

can be controlled or wiped off the earth. In some of our Member States 200 or more

infants die in every thousand live births, whereas in more developed lands this has

fallen to 20. Equality achieved in this regard would mean that 16 million - children

under one year of age who now die each year would survive.

Our organization stands for equality for all in health. The counter to much

of the world's disease lies in fighting malnutrition, intestinal diseases from

faulty sanitation, and general ignorance of the common people of healthful living.

We have the knowledge and health educational skills to deal with these killers,

but we must await that economic and social development that will make possible

improved national feeding and sanitation. heanwhile -s:e WHO Members, -who "have"
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must encourage our countries in those international measures, financial, agricul-

tural, and cultural, aimed at stimulating social progress and better standards of

living in Members who "have not ". Public health lags without money; economic

development drags without health. is our joy that our successes against specific

diseases have helped to break this vicious circle, enabling disease -freed people

to cultivate more land, produce more food, and have a higher standard of living.

But, because public health, economic development, and social development march

hand in hand, we must ever be willing to give understanding co- operation to sister

agencies of the United Nations, WHO being entrusted with ono facet, albeit an

interlocking one, of t he needs of our developing Members.

Our work is endless. While past successes encourage us in continued endeavour,

we still have, in the words of Osier, "to track to their sources the causes of

disease, to correlate the vast stores of knowledge that they may be quickly avail-

able for the prevention and cure of disease "; and again, "To prevent disease, to

relieve suffering _. this is our work ". The World Health Organization provides the

opportunity: in it we are a professional brotherhood; through it we can take up

our calling in any part of the world: or help others so to do. Barriers disappear

before our international approach.

I am proud to belong to this WHO brotherhood of preventive medicine; I am

delighted with its achievements. Past delegates have laid down rules, expounded

principles, and charted courses for our WHO ship. Yet it may often be among

breakers and quieksnnds iinl ess present delegates give similarly of their owri er&f+

and courage. Individually we have but a limited time to play our part in this

_ o.rgan-i.zati.on. We here today will not sec the acorn grow into the oak tree.
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But it is the conglomerate stream from each personal contribution that ascends as

sap strengthening our organizations s vast spreading-tree of effort. Others will

bask in the shade and enjoy the fruit of our work, when health, fundamental to the

achievement of peace and security, is attained by all peopleso We cannot let up.

Francis Drakets words apply to us; "There must be a beginning of any great matter,

but the continuing unto the end untyll it be thoroughly finished yeldes the true

glory."

Fellow delegates, give of yourself to this organization, that the dark depths

of disease may give way to the brilliant dawn dreamt of by our founders: the enjoy-

ment by all peoples of the highest. attainable standards of health. The path to

consummation, though hard, is lightened by visions. of this, our goal. (Applause)

(Applaudissements)

44. I'AUGURAL ADDRESS SY THE HONOURABT,F PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA
ALLOCUTION INAUGURALE -DE L'HONORABLD YREMIEP MINISTRE DE L'INDE

The PRESIDENT: I now call on the Prime Minister of the Government of India,

the Honourable Jawaharlal Nehru, to address us. (Applause) (Applaudissements)

Mr NEHRU, Prime Minister of India: Mr President, Mr Director- General,

Excellencies, and distinguished delegates, we feel honoured by this World Health

Assembly meeting here in this old city of Delhi. It is an honour, for this

organization, in the brief course of thirteen or maybe fourteen years, has done

much good work and has such achievements to its credit and, what is more, has laid

the foundations of so -much good work in the future.
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There are many world organizations today, a number of them stemming from the

United Nations, as does WHO. Without meaning any disrespect to any of the others,

I might say that the WorldÿHealth Organization has probably steered clear of many

of the controversies and conflicts that afflict some of the other organizations,

and that come in the way of their successful achievement of the tasks before them.

The list of achievements of WHO is formidable. It is impressive. But I

imagine that, apart from the practical achievements if I may say so, the, other

achievement - not something that you can easily grasp, but nevertheless which is

there and which is very evident - is the consideration of international problems

in' a peaceful way, not dividing yourselves into national or other groups and

-rather-by-passing the main task because the smell of other conflicts comes into

your work. That is a great achievement, because perhaps the most important thing

in the world today, is to: ach4.eve °tha.t ob'jeétivity .in considering problems', that

spirit of co- operation, which sometimes we sadly lack.

I suppose it may be said that most of the problems that afflict mankind

today --not all, but most, and certainly the primary problems of health, education,

the general welfare of the cormnunity, food, clothing, housing and such problems -

are capable of solution by the means at hand in the world) not in each country at

the present moment, but in the world as a whole. We have the means at hand to

solve these problems and build up a measure' of welfare throughout the world, a

measure, of health, .a measure of education. We have that, and we have it in

recent times for the first time in.history. Going back a generation or a little

more, that statement could not have been made. The world was not in a position
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to grapple with these problems and solve them. But today the world is in that

position 'theoretically, and to some extent practically. But other things come

in the way, other Obstructions, with the result that the capacity for work which

it undoubtedly possesses is not fully used and sometimes our efforts do not

succeed and a sense of frustration comes over us. Now that perhaps applies less

to the work of WHO than to other great organizations. And, therefore, WHO helps -

as other organizations too, but perhaps more so WHO - in this vital task of

promoting a spirit of co- operation, of making people realize, as I believe it is

stated in your approach to these problems, that the world is becoming progressively

one unit in.regard to its major problems. It is difficult enough to solve any

major problem'of the world by taking bits of it apart and ignoring the rest,

whether it is disease, whether it is anything. If that is difficult, it becomes

even more difficult when the different bits pull against each other and come in

the way of each other. You are of course engaged in this great Assembly in an

important task of spreading physical health, but in an even more important task

of creating an atmosphere conducive to the mental health of the general community.

As every doctor I believe knows, physical health is very much dependent on mental

health. You can hardly separate the two. The world today, which can deal with

the problem of physical health satisfactorily enough, though it may take a little

time, has still to find ways of dealing with the mental health of nations,

groups and communities. I hope that this Assembly, this organization, though
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perhaps it cannot tackle their problems directly, will nevertheless-- indirectly

make that approach and help those forces, those elements in the world today which

are trying to reach this state of mental health of the world community.

As I said, Sir, the achievements of WHO are very considerable, partly I think

because the intrusion of mental conflicts has not come there: it is a straight-

forward course of dealing with problems, some of them very difficult problems;

but nevertheless there is no mental obstruction coming in the may as it does in

other matters, political.and- economic. I think one of the reasons why this

success has been considerable is this absence of mental obstruction which comes

frompulling_in different directions. We hope that that will lessen and then

the progress that you or other great organizations. make will be very - considerablA,

much more so even than now.

In our country, in the last thirteen years since we became independent, we

have been rather overwhelmed by problems. Not that we are afraid of problems,

and they did not come to us suddenly without notice: they were there. We

inherited them and we had to deal with them. And remember that almost every

problem that we have to deal with has to be multiplied by four hundred million.

So we get a large figure: that is, the population of this country. We think of

these problems in terms of the four hundred million, not in terms of some inchoate

mass of humanity or some concept of the state apart from the individual, but in

terms of the welfare of the four -hundred -odd million people in this country. So
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the problems increase in size and become very big. We are directly dealing with

them; we shall continue -Co deal with them, with a measure of success I think, and

indeed the odd thing is that, as we succeed, other avenues open out and other and

more difficult problems face us. That is a measure of success. It is only those

people or those connrunities that are not moving and that are stagnant that have

practically no problems before them.

Well, we are moving in India I believe, and moving fairly fast, and with a

certain dynamism behind that movement, and so problems surround us. Health is

one of them, education another basic problem, and behind it all economic betterment,

which gives us the capacity and the means to deal with these other problems. We

have to choose, and often enough it is a hard choice, whether we should devote

more of our resources to education, to health, to agriculture, to industry and so

many other things. The fact of the matter is that everything is interconnected

and we can only see it properly in the context of other things: they cannot be

separated. Therefore we go in for planning, trying to understand the whole

picture in a connected way. Naturally it is not easy and we fail to understand it

fully, because life is too complicated, life in a huge country like India struggl-

ing out of the past into the present certainly, but almost into the future at the

same time - because in India we live simultaneously in all the countries of the

past and in the present, and with our foot in the future. It is a fascinating

spectacle, a fascinating experience and an exciting one and every success that

we achieve naturally gives us greater strength to face the future.
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Now it is odd that success itself sometimes, as I said, leads to greater

problems. The President in his address mentioned the fall in infant mortality,

Which is very considerable. I remember many years ago, in the twenties as

far as I remember - that is about thirty, nearly forty years ago - reading

about the expectation of life in India. It was then said to be, I believe,

twenty -four years, which is fantastically-low, chiefly because of infant

mortality. Round about 1947, when we achieved independence, it had gradually

Crept up to thirty -two, which is low enough. In the last thirteen years it

has come up to forty -two, which is a fairly substantial advance in this period;

and it is going up and up, which in itself is a measure of the cumulative

effect of the various health measures that have been taken by us, and in which

I am happy to acknowledge the help of the World Health Organization.

So we are progressing along these lines and as we progress towards

better health, our population rises more and more. Deaths are relatively

fewer and the death -rate goes down. The ratio increase of the population

goes up, presenting us with another basic problem.. I mentioned how all our

good efforts sometimes lead to new situations which become rather overwhelming.

That is bound to happen, and therefore we have to see all these varioús

problems in a connected way. We -Shall .strúggle On with faith and hope and with

a certain . confidence in oúr future and the worlds s future. . But there is

one thought which I should like tó share with.you.- It is not a problem of the

present in India, because in India or in the under- developed countries.. -our

problems- are -,.how to--- provide.._the. basic -necessities of life to our people,
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whether it is food, clothing, cr housing, as I mentioned, or health and

education. These are the basic necessities which every human being should

possess. That is our problem, and the problem of every undeveloped country.

But in the case of industrially or economically advanced communities,

in the case of nations which have largely developed affluent societies,

problems are different. They have got the basic necessities of life, by and

large, and so they have to face entirely different problems. That is why, in

trying to understand the state of the world today, we sometimesget rather lost

in political divisions, political arguments and the like, important as they are

in their right place. But the most important thing is, in considering the world,

this division of the advanced, the prosperous communities of the world and those

that are under -developed and therefore poverty -stricken, where even the basic

necessities of life are lacking for many people. That is the real division in

the world, and that is a division which is not only bad in itself, but which

brings dangers in its train - pelitical dangers, economic dangers, social

dangers, all kinds of things. I believe it is now being recognized more and

more that this question of dealing_ with those countries is not merely one of

doing a good thing, but something which is necessary from the point of view of

the health, the political health, the social health, of the world community as

a whole.
r

We are struggling, as I said, for the basic things of life in India, and

in many countries of Asia, and in many countries of Africa, in various degrees -
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some may be a little more developed than others, but basically they are under-

developed - we are struggling for that. In the other countries, the industrially

and economically more advanced countries, there seem to be new dangers arising.

I mention them as a. layman merely, as I know not much about them. New dangers,

almost you might say sapping the health of the community; dangers of the mind

and the spirit, a neurosis let us say. There is no lack of the normal good

things of life, but somehow the flavour of life, the spice of life, the sense.

of adventure, the sense of facing problems, becomes less when. everything happens

as planned; and maybe a sense of frustration comes into the minds of people. I

do not know, I just put it to you for consideration. There is more leisure. and

people do not know how to utilize that leisure. All this you know better than

I do.

Anyhow that is not our problem, and that is not the problem of countries

that are under -developed. I am very glad that there are a number of new Members

of this Assembly from the independent States of Africa. As we all know, this

last year, and this present year into which we have entered today, stands out

among other things perhaps more specially because of the developments

in Africa. Africa is a vital, dynamic place. There may be trouble there and

there may be conflict there, and there may and will be, I am sure, advance in

many ways; but one thing is certain, that it is today and is going to be, a

vital, dynamic place, for good or bad as you like. It is good that it has
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come out of that morass in which it was stuck; it has come out perhaps in

some places in a bad way; by a bad way, I mean that the manner of its coming

out showed how badly prepared it had been in the past. Whatever that may

be, the fact is that the countries of Africa are of vital importance in the

world, to the health of the world, apart from their own problems. And I

think that all countries that are favourably circumstanced, I mean India

and other countries like her which are struggling with their own difficult

problems should, so far as is possible for them, stretch out their hand of

help to these countries of Africa which have newly come into this world

community and face these difficult problems.

You drew attention, Mr President, in your remarks. to the help given to

the Republic of the Congo by WHO. Undoubtedly that is very considerable help,

and it has come at a time when it was most needed. The success of this help

compares rather favourably, if I may say so, with the political aspect and the

political problems there and the conflicts that have taken place and still

are unresolved. It shows how the work of the World Health Assembly, lacking

as it does the political motive, is much healthier than the work of other

organizations. And I hope it will always keep away from these political motives

and political conflicts and deal with the problems in the spirit of a common

humanity. Till that spirit prevails all over the world, in all our problems

there will be difficulties and conflicts. (Applause) (Applaudissement)
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The PRESIDENT: Mr Prime Minister, we thank you for your appreciation of our

work. We admire you, sir, for the skill and wisdom with which you are leading

your nation through its many problems. We appreciate the tolerance and the

spirit of compromise you show in international affairs. We all admire you for your

work. We therefore appreciate all the more, sir, that you gave of your time to

come and speak to us this morning. On behalf of all delegates, Members and Associate

Members, I thank you. (Applause) (Applaudissements)

Our meeting at this present plenary session is now adjourned, and will resume

later.

The meeting was adjourned at 10.55 a.m. and resumed at 11.25 a.m.
Le séance est suspendue de 10h55 A 11h 25.

5. APPOINTMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS
CONSTITUTION DE LA COMMISSION DE VERIFICATION DES POUVOIRS

The PRESIDENT: The plenary session is resumed. We will take item 1.2 of the

provisional agenda- Appointment of the Committee on Credentials. You are invited

to appoint the Committee on Credentials in conformity with Rule 22 of the Rules of

Procedure of the Assembly, which reads as follows:

A Committee on Credentials consisting of twelve delegates of as many
Members shall be appointed at the beginning of each session of the Health
Assembly on the proposal of the President. This committee shall elect its
on officers. It shall examine the credentials of the delegates of Members
and of the representatives of Associate Members and report to the Health
Assembly thereon without delay. Any delegate or representative to whose
admission a Member has made objection shall be seated provisionally with the
same rights as other delegates and representatives until the Committee on
Credentials has reported to the Health Assembly and the Health Assembly
has given its decision.
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So, in pursuance of the power given to me by this rule, I propose the

following Committee on Credentials:.

Albania, Burma, Chile, Ethiopia, Honduras, Ivory Coast, :Japan, Mexico,

Netherlands Senegal, Switzerland.

Are there any observations or remarks? No objections? I see -none. The

Committee will meet then immediately in Room F, and this meeting is suspended.

The meeting was suspended at 11.30 a.m. and resumed at 1.10 p.m.
La séance est suspendue de 11h30 á 13h10

6. FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS
PREMIER RAPPORT DE LA COMMISSION DE VERIFICATION DES POUVOIRS

The PRESIDENT: The plenary meeting is resumed. The Committee on

Credentials has just met under the chairmanship of Dr A.L. Bravo (Chile)

and I now invite the Rapporteur, Mr Sar, to come and give a verbal report.
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M. SAR (Sénégal),'Rapporteur de la Commission de Vérification des Pouvoirs :

La Commission de Vérification des Pouvoirs s'est réunie le 7 février 1961.

Etâient présents les délégués des pays ci -après mentionnés :

Albanie, Arabie Saoudite, Birmanie, Chili, République de Côte- d'Ivoire,

Ethiopie, Honduras, Japon, Mexique, Pays -Bas, République du Sénégal et Suisse.

'La Commission a élu le Dr A. L. Bravo (Chili) Président, M. Hiroshi Yokota

(Japon) Vice -Président et votre serviteur Rapporteur.

La Commission a procédé à l'examen des pouvoirs déposés par les délégations

participant à l'Assemblée de la Santé.

Les pouvoirs remis par les délégations et les représentants des pays énumérés

ci -après ont été trouvés en bonne et due forme, donnant ainsi à ces délégations et

représentants le droit de participer aux travaux de l'Assemblée de la Santé dans

les conditions définies par la Constitution de l'Organisation mondiale de la Santé.

La Commission propose donc à l'Assemblée de la Santé de reconnaître la validité des

pouvoirs présentés par les délégations et représentants des pays suivants :

Afghanistan, Albanie, République fédérale d'Allemagne, Arabie Saoudite,

Argentine, Australie, Autriche, Belgique, Birmanie, Bulgarie, Cambodge, Cameroun,

Canada, Ceylan, Chili, Chine, Chypre, République du Congo (Brazzaville), Républi-

que de Corée, Costa Rica, République de Côte- d'Ivoire, Cuba, Républ.irue du Dahomey,

Danemark, Equateur, Espagne, Etats -Unis d'Amérique, Finlande, France, Ghana,
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Guinée, Haïti, République de Haute- Volta, Honduras, Inde, Indonésie, Irak,

Iran, Irlande, Islande, Israël, Japon, Jordanie, Koweït, Laos, Liban, Libéria,

Libye, Luxembourg, Fédération de Malaisie, République du Mali, Maroc, Mexique,

Monaco, Népal, République du Niger, Fédération de Nigeria, Norvège, Nouvelle -Zélande,

Pakistan, Paraguay, Pays -Bas, Philippines, Pologne, Portugal, République Arabe Unie,

République Centrafricaine, République Gabonaise, République Malgache, Roumanie,

Royaume -Uni de Grande -Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, République du Sénégal,

Sierra Leone, République de Somalie, Soudan, Suède, Suisse, Tchécoslovaquie,

Thaïlande, Tunisie, Turquie, Union des Républiques socialistes soviétiques,

Venezuela, Viet -Nam et Yougoslavie.

Le représentant de l'Albanie déclare qu'il ne peut approuver les pouvoirs

déposés par la délégation de la Chine et du Laos étant donné que sa propre déléga-

tion considérait que les pouvoirs en question n'avaient pas été établis par le

gouvernement légal de ces pays.

Les notifications reçues de Bolivie, Brésil, Colombie, El Salvador, Ethiopie,

Guatemala, Mexique, Nicaragua, Panama, République du Tchad, Union Sud -Africaine,

Uruguay et Yémen, donnant la composition des délégations de ces pays, font connattre

que les pouvoirs des délégués ont été envoyés. La Commission recommande donc à

l'Assemblée de la Santé de reconnattre à ces délégations pleins droits de participer

à ses travaux en attendant l'arrivée de leurs pouvoirs.

The PRESIDENT Thank you, Mr Sar. Are there any remarks? I recognize the

delegate of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
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Dr K[IRASHOV . (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from the

Russian .14r President, gentlemen, The Soviet delegation considers.it necessary

to give:-thorough, consideration at this World Health Asseeibly to the question

:of the representation of the Chinese Peoples Republic in the World Health

'Organization. More than ten years have passed since the place of China in

WHO was unlawfully taken by Chiang Kai -shek in breach'of the. Constitution of

our organization and elementary standards of international law. everyone .

understands that the Chiang Kai -shek group cannot, and has no right to,

represent the Chinese people in an'international organization and, speak in

the name of the Chinese millions. The Soviet delegation and the delegations

of many other countries are deeply convinced that the artificial. exclusion of

the Ch-inese.People's Republic from participation in the work of WHO is causing

great damage to the Organization itself, reducing its sphere of activity and

making more difficult co- operation betWeen the:peoples of the whole world on

matters of medicine and health. The exclusion of the Chinese Peoples

Republic has a particularly unfavourable effect when problems. connected with

the epidemiological situation and requiring the joint efforts of States.are

to be solved. The Chinese People's Republic has obtained wide international

recognition and has normal diplomatic relations with thirty -four States. It

is constantly expanding its international .relationships and international

co- operation. The Central Peopless Government of the Chinese People's Repub!jc

exercises full authority throughout the territory -af `Chi na- with. the- -exception

of a few islands seized by the Chiang Kai-shek group.
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During the brief period of the people's power the Government of the Chinese

People's Republic has achieved great successes in providing medical services

for the population and improving the material conditions of life. It has

made it possible considerably to reduce mortality and to increase the mean

expectation cf life of the Chinese people. All the peoples of the world and

the Organization itself have an interest in the restoration of the rights of

the Chinese People's Republic in WHO, since the participation of the Chinese

people in all the measures taken by this organization would be of great

advantage in the struggle for an improvement in the level of hen) th of the

peoples of ' the whole world.

The Soviet delegation considers that WEO should he an authoritative

international body, respecting the sovereign rights of every people._. In view

of this we trust that the delegations of other countries will be guided by

the principle of justice and will finally restore the legitimate government

of the Chinese People's Republic to its place in WHO and invite that.govern-

ment to appoint representatives to occupy the lawful place of the Chinese

People's Republic in the World Health Organization. Such a just decision

would considerably increase the authority of our Organization and its

activities would become more effective. On this question the Soviet delegation

has put forward a draft resolution for your consideration.

.0"
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The PRESIDENT: Thank you I recognize the delegate of Poland.

Le Professeur KOSTRZEWSKI (Pologne) : Monsieur le Président, Mesdames, Messieurs,

nous en arrivons maintenant au problème qui est devenu, hélas i, traditionnel dans nos

débats : le problème de la participation de la République populaire de Chine.

J'ai dit "hélas ", car c'est un fait humiliant qui mine l'autorité de notre Organisation.

Il est évident pour chacun qu'aucun des problèmes les plus importants qui se posent

aujourd'hui à l'humanité ne peut être résolu sans la participation d'un pays qui est

en fait un continent et possède presque le quart de la population du globe.

L'invraisemblance est par trop flagrante d'une situation dans laquelle on s'efforce

de faire croire qu'il s'agit d'une représentation de la Chine, alors qu'il s'agit d'une

poignée de politiciens du groupe de Tchang Kaï -Chek, qui ne représentent tout au plus

qu'eux- mêmes. Pat' conséquent, la délégation de Pologne donnera tout son appui au

projet de résolution présenté par la délégation de l'Union des Républiques socialistes

soviétiques. Je suis contre l'acceptation du pouvoir des représentants du groupe de

Tchang KaI -Chek. Je vous prie, Monsieur le Président, de faire figurer mon intervention

dans le procès- verbal.

The PRESIDENT: I recognize the delegate of the United States of America.
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Dr BURNEY (United States of America).: Mr President, my good friends and

distinguished delegates to the World Health ilssembly, I rise to present a

proposal in the form of a procedural: motion. I propose that the Assembly

decide not to consider for the.duration of its fourteenth regular session any

proposals to exclude the representatives of the Government of the Republic of

China. I regret that my good friends and distinguished colleague, the Chairman

of the delegation of the USSR, has injected what I consider to be a strictly

political issue into our professional and scientific deliberations. The

Prime Minister of India, in his brilliant address this morning, indicated the

reasons why our Health Assembly is such an important organization to all 'of us

in achieving throughout the world over total goal of health and physical well-

being for all our peoples, and particularly for those countries lacking this%

objective at the present time. The Prime Minister analysed wisely and well the

dangers of becoming involved and entangled in extraneous political matters,

which are appropriate for other forums, in his words - with which I ând my

delegation. agree completely. He rightly pointed out the -value of the World

Health Assemblyl s work, and that this has been due in large part to its

comparatively great success in steering clear of these conflicts and controver-

sies in the fields of politics and economise; and I am sure that it is your wish

and mine and the wish of all of us here to continue to advance .the technical

work for the human betterment of all .of our peoples for whom we are responsible

and for this brotherhood of ours here, exemplified by the World Health Organization.
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The United States delegation has presented this motion and we hope that it will

be supported by the delegates assembled here, for the peoples of the world and

for the continuing strength of our professional organization which has steered

clear of these political issues. I do not believe that this is a forum for

a discussion of political issues; when it is done it weakens the very basis of

our strength during these many years of activity. Mr President, I request a

roll -call vote on this motion,

The PRESIDENT: I recognize the delegate of China.

Dr CH EN CHI MAI (China): Mr President and fellow delegates, at the opening

session this morning all of us were treated to an address by the Prime Minister

of India enjoining us not to engage ourselves in political discussions in the

World Health Assembly, It is indeed regrettable,'therefore, that almost

immedi.tely after the Prime Minister7s speech, a paper was circulated which is

- highly political in nature. WHO is not a proper place to discuss such problems

and since, in introducing the draft resolution, the delegate cf the USSR has

used some very strong words against the Government of the Republic of China,

which my delegation has the honour to represent at this World Health 11sscmbly,

it is necessary for me to say a few words, and to make a few oiimments ',:nn the

general situation.

As we all know, the World Health Organization was proposed jointly by the

Republic of China and Brazil. Since then it has become an organization which

has done remarkable work in various parts of the world.



The Republic of China is a Member of the United Nations; as a Matter of fact,

the term "Republic of China" is in the Charter cf the United Nations itself.

The seat in the United Nations is occupied by thy, Government of the Republic of

China, which my delegation represents in this Assembly, and which has always

played its part towards the fulfilment of the higher ideals and principles cf the

Charter of the United Nations. According to Article 4 of the Constitution of

WHO, a Member of the United Nations may become a Member of WHO. The Republic

of China has always been a Member of the United Nations and is therefore the

legitimate representative of the Republic of China in WHO. The delegate of

the USSR seems to think that this is wrong.. He wishes to champion the cause of

the Chinese communist regime now on the mainland of China. I do not want to

take this opportunity to launch into any political invective, but I do want to

say that the Chinese communist regime has been and still stands condemned by the

United Nations itself as an aggressor, as that regime has conducted war, not

against any particular country, but against the United Nations itself. We have

a great deal of evidence adduced in the United Nations testifying to the viola-

tions of various provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, especially

in the field cf human rights, and to genocide in certain parts of a neighbouring

territory, notably Tibet. It has also engaged in serious, almost continuous,

expansionist activities in various parts of the world.

I shall confine myself to these fcw observations, realizing that the World

Health Assembly is not a propr place to.discuss such problems, and that the

draft resolution submitted by the delegation of the USSR injects a political
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note into our technical and. scientific discussion. It is clearly out of place,

and we hope that the overwhelming majority of this Assembly will reject it.

The PRESIDENT: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Korea.

Dr SOOK B.:NG (Republic of Korea) : IMLr President, distinguished fellow

delegates. I wish to take this opportunity to refer to the remarks made by

the honourable delegate of the USSR regarding the representation of China.

The Government of the Republic of China is the only legitimate Government of

China and is recognized as such by the United Nations and all its speciqlized

._agencies. China is rightly and lawfully represented by the present delegate of

the Republic of China. The delegate of the USSR is attempting to unseat the

legitimate delegation of the Republic of China in the interest of communist

China. The rights of the representative of the Republic of China in this

Assembly should not be impaired, in this connexion, I would remind you, distin-

guishedfellow delegates, that the su- called People's Republic of China is the

very communist regime which made its forces join the Korean communists in their

unprovoked aggression against my country, Korea, and the United Nations,and was

.condemned by the United Nations as an aggressor in 1951 and still remains an

aggressor. The Korean delegation therefore takes the view that the USSR delegate's

move in this regard does not deserve the consideration of this Assembly. I am

therefore compelled to conclude that the USSR delegate's remarks a few minutes

ago in this hall are another attempt to disturb the order of this Assembly and

constitute the conventional communist tactics of injecting political issues in

our non -political conference. I am sure that the President will rule such

remarks completely out of order.
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The PRESIDENT: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Bulgaria.

Dr STOYAI\TOV (Bulgaria) (translation from the Russian): Mr President,

gentlemen, the delegation of the Peoplets Republic of Bulgaria also considers

that the credentials of the representative of the Chiang Kai -shek clique,

which has continued for a number of years to occupy illegally the seat of

the representative of the great Chinese people, should not be accepted.

It would be shameful for our organization to tolerate this injustice any

longer. If you look at the map of the part of the world in which we are

gathered, your eye will be struck above all by the huge territory belonging

to the largest populations in the world - those of the Chinese Peoplets

Republic and of our kind host, India. The question is not of whether China

should be represented in our organization - that, as many have said, has

already been settled - but of who has the right to represent that great

country at our Assembly, since it is impossible to substitute a man who

represents nobody for the representative of the Central Chinese Government.

In view of this, we support the resolution put forward by the Soviet

delegation.

The PRESIDENT: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Ghana.

Dr SCHANDORF (Ghana): Mr President, distinguished delegates, we have

heard from the rostrum at previous Health Assemblies of the basic bond of

friendship and oneness of purpose for all of us to wage war on poverty and

disease for the promotion of peace on earth. It will be a mockery if we

claim to be able to achieve this in the absence of a grand global alliance,
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but with every nation in our fold the world would be assured of a very

fruitful life for all mankind. The Government of Ghana has always supported

tho view that the Peopless Republic of China should be admitted to our

organization for effective and useful participation in our Assembly. Human

intercourse, commerce and communications exist between China and the rest

of the world. Several nationalities live there and poverty and disease are

abiquïtous. For this and other reasons, the Government of Ghana is most

desirous that the wind of change should be felt in the United Nations, which

holds the key to the admission of the Peoples Republic of China to oar

Health..Assembly. The Ghana Government believes in a true family of nations

in which each and every one counts, and which provides equal opportunities

for all to contribute to the solution Of world problems. Actuated by this

belief and consistent with its policy of being friend to all and enemy to

none, Ghana holds the view that it is high time that the Peoples Republic of

China, representing some 630 million people, and with vast economic, scientific

and technological resources (and a meteoric rise in these fields) was

permitted to make a useful and constructivo contribution in this organization.

By denying health and prosperity to the many who are poor on the mainland

of China, a free society can never really hope to save the few who are really

rich. Ghana is convinced that the continued attempt to impose a form of

tactical isolation on the Peoples Republic of china is bound to prove abortive

in the long run. A rightful representation in the United N.ritions and

__World- Health-Organization is essential. This, we believe,, is not a question
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of liking or disliking but of doing the right thing. The Ghana Government

is very anxious that every one of our many nations gathered here should be

deeply concerned over this matter in the interest of international co- operation

and world health.

The PRESIDENT: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Norway.

Dr EVANG (Norway): Mr President, dear follow delegates, we all listened

with the greatest respect to the wise words - to which several delegates have

already referred -. by the Prime Minister of this country, Mr Nehru, to the

effect that this body was a technical body and not a political one. He

praised in no uncertain words the work of thisorganization.and he linked

that praise with the very fact that we have been able - to the largest possible

extent perhaps for an. international organization - to stay out of political

conflicts. Some of you will certainly recall that on many occasions, I have

had the pleasure, on behalf of the Government which I represent and on behalf

of my delegation, to take that very attitude - that we should not involve

ourselves in political matters, that we should limit ourselves to technical

questions. If you look at the two suggstions before you, the one from the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the one from the United States of

America, I am quite sure that it will be perfectly clear to you what the

issue is. The resolution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics asks

us at the present tima, at this Fourteenth World.Health Assembly, to take

a step to remedy a certain situation. The United States proposal asks us

to postpone this matter for the time being. Now the position-of my-Government,
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on the instructions of which I have to act here, is quite clear in this matter.

We take the view, if I may say so in medical language, that this organization

is suffering from a deficiency disease, a very serious deficiency disease,

as long as a country with 650 million people is not represented here, and

if we look át this problem not from the political angle --and my country

wants to look at it from a non -political angle - if we look at it from a

purely medical and hygienic point of view, it is obvious that China, being

a Member of the United Nations, as of this organization, in form, should be.

represented by the representatives of those 650 million people. Therefore,

as you will know, my Government has on many occasions instructed me to

present that view - that we think that, in the United Nations as in this

body and in other specialized agencies, the Chinese people should be _represented

by the People's Republic of_ China. I am opposed therefore to the United

States resolution and I will vote for the resolution of the USSR.

Again to take a practical view - we are interested in preventive

medicine and here, time and again, at each Assembly, we are being involved

at the very opening of the session in this political discussion, and we shall

continue to be so, Mr President, until the People's Republic of China has

been accepted in its rightful place in this organization. Therefore, being

interested in prevention, also, of political discussion in this Assembly,

I am for solving the problem now; because it is the attitude of my Government

that it is anyhow only a question of time until the biggest nation in the

world has been accepted in the big family of nations. Certainly, from the

strictly.medical.point of view, we need them and would welcome them here.
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The PRESIDEIT: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Romania.

Le Dr BIRZU (Roumanie) .;.Monsieur le Président, Mesdames et Messieurs, l'Organi-

sation Mondiale dé la Santé. a enregistré au cours_des dernières années des succès

importants, tant en ce qui concerne l'accroissement du nombre de ses Membres - elle a

réussi à comprendre Cent quatre pays et territoires - que dans sa propre action de

coordination des plus importants problèmes de santé du monde, spécialement des pro-

blèmes nécessitant une large collaboration internationale.

Mais pour que notre organisation acquière de plus en plus le caractère réel

d'organisation mondiale et développe ses possibilités en vue de soutenir les peuples

du monde dans le but d'arriver au niveau de santé le plus élevé possible, il est très

nécessaire que l'Organisation mondiale de la Santé utilise l'expérience de tous les

peuples dans le domaine sanitaire et collabore avec tous les pays afin d'améliorer

l'état de santé dans le monde.

Un certain nombre d'Etats toutefois ..ne participent pas encore aux travaux de

l'Organisation mondiale de la Santé, soit parce qu'ils n'ont pas été encore invités

parmi les Membres, soit parce que les délégués participant á la session ne sont pas

les véritables représentants des peuples respectifs. Nous sommes convaincus que

l'Organisation mondiale de la Santé ne peut pas assurer la synthèse et la diffusion

de l'expérience médicale universelle, ne peut pas coordonner efficacement les

recherches scientifiques médicales et ne peut pas organiser des actions de large

coopération internationale sans la participation et l'accord de la République popu-

laire chinoise.
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L'organisation à New Delhi de cette Assemblée mondiale, de la Santé démontre une

fois de plus - outre l'attachement de l'Inde au principe de la coopération interna-

tionale - l'importance qu'on doit accorder aux problèmes de santé que cette région du

monde, le continent asiatique, soulève. D'autant plus paradoxale parait donc l'absence

à nos travaux des délégués de la Chine populaire, qui totalise plus de six cent cin-

quante millions d'habitants et qui dispose d'une riche expérience et de nombreuses

réalisations dans le domaine de la protection de la santé.

En tenant compte de tous ces faits, la délégation de la République populaire

roumaine déclare qu'elle ne reconnaît pas les délégués de Tchang Ka!-Chek comme des

délégués du peuple chinois et soutient le projet de résolution présenté par

l'Union soviétique, qui prévoit que la République populaire choinoise soit invitée

à participer aux travaux de l'Organisation mondiale de la Santé. Je vous prie,

Monsieur le Président, de faire figurer mon intervention dans le procès- verbal de

cette séance.

The PRESIDENT:: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Albania.
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Dr PISTOLI (Albania): Mr President, gentlemen, the delegation of the

People's Republic of Albania is glad to note that the-World Health Organization

is -every year achieving new successes-in the study of certain health problems

and the co- ordination of research on them,

Despite this, our organization encounters great obstacles because it does

not embrace the population of the whole world, and because a great country in

the fuJi flower of development and with more than 600 million inhabitants - I am

speaking of the People's Republic of China - remains outside the sphere of its

work. .How can we consider our organization as a world organization when such

a large country as the People's Republic of China,' which contains a quarter of

the worldts.population,.: does not occupy the place which belongs to it by full

right? .How can we speak of the universality of WHO when this basic principle is

so grossly violated? As you know, the question of the legitimate rights of

the People's Republic of China is not -being raised today for 'the first time,

The place which rightly belongs to the People's Republic of China is occupied

by representatives of the Chiang Kai -shek clique, which was expelled tvr lve

years ago by the Chinese people and took refuge in the Chinese island of

Taiwan under the protection of the United States of America,

The fact that the People's Repúblic Of China is not represented in WHO

is a mistake_for our -,organization today, It represents an open breach of

international law and the basic principles of WHO. Our delegation - considers
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that the main responsibility for'this injustice must be borneeby the United States

delegation, which has hitherto been able to impose its will on TÑHO by every kind

of pressure. The delegation of the Peoplets Republic of Albania believes that

the restoration to the Peoplets Republic of China of its legitimate rights is of

the greatest importance and. should be seriously considered by our organization in

order to find a proper solution for this very urgent problem.; The delegation

insists that the representative of the Chiang Kai -shek clique who represents

nobody and nothing, should be immediately expelled from dur organization

and that the real representatives of the Chinese people, the representatives

of the Peoplets Republic of China,should be restored to their rightful place.

This must be done because the real representatives of China should have

occupied this place long ago. China is one of. the founder States of the United

Nations and HO© Everyone knows that there is only one China and one legal

Chinese government which enjoys the sympathy and complete support of tr.e

Chinese people, That government is the .Governmeni, of the Peoplets Republic

of China. It is truly democratic and was e ablished by the will of the Chinese

people It exercises its authority over the whole territory of China ti.ith the

exception of the Chinese island of Taiwan which has been temporarily seized by

the forces of American imperialism, Nhy. then_ do we allow the place that belongs

to this great people to be taken by a few phantoms and not by the actual

representatives of the people; Everybody knows that the United States of Amarica

has followed and is still following a hostile and aggressive policy towards the

great people of China.
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Our delegation condemns these -actions of the United States imperialists

and their partners. It is clear to, everyone -that the peaceful policy of the

People's Republic of China is reflected in her diplomatic relations with thirty -

five countries, her trade relations with over ninety countries, and her civilized

intercourse with the overwhelming majority of the countries of the world. The

proof of her policy of good understanding and peace is the establishment of

friendly relations with ne:i.:ghbouring._countries - relations which are growing

stronger from day to day, as is shown by the signature within the last few months

of treaties of friendship with .Burma, Nepal, Afghani "Stan-- an.d-Guinea, A clear

del i onstrat i.on ,of- -this- policy i.s -'the- dscisi,vve - support given tó the resolutions of

the Soviet .Union on disarmament and: the proposal that a pea. ceful_..agreement_ should

be reached between the countries of Asia,.particularly those. bordering on the

Pacific, including the United States of America; not to speak of the constrvct±v

contribution which. China has, made towards the elaboration of'the principles of

peaceful co- existence, particularly-the Five :Principles agreed with Índia and

also at the Bandung Conference. This proves clearly that no invention can hide the

fact that the.. People's Republic of China -has followed and always'follews a policy

,aimed at the preservation and strengthening of peace. The People's Republic of

China is a, great factor in the Further progress of science and culture.
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From ancient times the great Chinese people has made a valuable contribution

to the development of mankind. Having thrown off the yoke of its oppressors,

the Chinese people, under the leadership of its on Government, has fully mobilized

its strength and has achieved brilliant successes in every sphere of activity,

In the first ten years of its existence it increased industrial production twelve-

fold and agricultural production two -and -a -half times, Great results have also

been achieved .in science, education and culture. In the sphere of public health, 

China today possesses 390 000 health establishments i.e., 107 times as many as

on the eve of liberation.

Successes like this, achieved in a record short time, could only have been

gained by a country in which a peoples democratic regime has been established

and where the government is closely linked with the people and serves it without

any reservations,

How is it possible to refuse to accept the legal representative of the

Chinese people, which has such ancient traditions in preserving health and such

a rich history of therapy, It is quite clear to us all that the experience

gained in this sphere by the Peoplets Republic of China is of very great interest,

China is using in practice the most original methods in organizing its health

services. The thousand, years of creative work of Chinese physicians is being

studied on an extensive scale and co- ordinated with the successes of modern
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medicine. The medical science of the Chinese people, who number more than 650

million, is worthy of the highest praise. The mass movement for health education

is developing extensively throughout the country and bringing with it improvements

in the health of the population. Many coúntries can learn a great deal from the

methods practised in the Peoplets Republic of China, where the very swift develop-

ment of the health services can serve as an example to many. How can we, therefore,

allow this people to be prevented from making its contribution to the work of our

Assembly and to the activities of WHO in general? Are the results ,achieved by them

of no value as experience applicable to all countries? Is WHO not interested in

those results?

The World Health Organization has an important mission. It must give a lead

and help to improve the health of all peoples. Such a mission cannot be carried

out well and successfully if the Chinese People's Republic is outside the ranks

of our organization, In view of these facts, the delegation of the Peoplets

Republic of Albania insists on the immediate exclusion of the representatives of

the Chiang Kai -shek clique and the restoration of the rights of the real

representative of the Chinese people in our organization, namely, the representa-

tive_of the Government of the People's Republic of China. The Albanian delegation

will vote for the resolution put forward by the delegation of the USSR.
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The PRESIDENT: Thank you. I have on the list three delegates still wishing

to speak. It would seem to me that if we go on there will be no hope of not having

azi.evening.meeting. One way.would be to suspend the debate. and to proceed. It

is .at your wish. I am just pointing out that.if we.do continue, we shall have

to meet tonight. You must make your decision and tell me if yogi wish to carry on

the debate. It. will be as. you. wish.

I will test the.feeling.by calling the next delegate. If the next delegate

;-.-comes we will continue. I will call the three delegates: Turkey ? Viet -Nam ?

Cuba ?

The delegate of Czechoslovakia, do you wish to speak ? You do. Then I think,

if.Czechoslovakia wishes. to speak, I shall have to allow Turkey, Viet -Nam and Cuba,

and we shall all have to come back tonight. I call on the delegate of Turkey.

Le Dr ALAN (Turquie) : Monsieur le Président, Messieurs les délégués, au nom

de son gouvernement, la délégation de Turquie voudrait déclarer qu'elle maintient

son attitude des années précédentes. Ma délégation n'admet pas en principe que

des considérations autres que sanitaires puissent prendre place dans les Assemblées.

Nous devrions nous limiter aux seules questions techniques. Or la' question de lá

représentation d'un pays n'a à mon sens aucun caractère technique ou sanitaire.

J'aime la prophylaxie autant que le Dr Evang mais la question devrait titre traitée

non pas ici, mais plutót aux Nations Unies étant donné que le problème déborde la

capacité de notre Assemblée. C'est pourquoi ma délégation appuie la motion

présentée par la délégation des Etats -Unis d'Amérique.
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The PRESIDENT: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Viet -Nam.

Le Dr LE CUU TRUONG (République du Viet Nárri) : Monsieur le Président,

Messieurs les délégués, sur cette question de la représentation de la République

de Chine à ''OMS, permettez -moi d'exprimer le point de vue de ma délégation,

la République du Viet -Nam. La République de Chine, Membre de l'Organisation des

Nations Unies et un des premiers Membres de l'OMS, conformément à l'article 4

de la 'Constitution de l'OMS, présente toutes les qualités requises pour etre

Membre de notre organisation. Les dispositions de la Constitution de l'OMS

s'opposent donc à ce que l'on mette en doute le caractère légitime de sa représen-

tation. La question de la légitimité ou de la non -légitimité de la République

de Chine devrait etre soulevée devant l'Assemblée des Nations Unies qui, d'ailleurs,

ne s'est pas encore prononcée sur cette question de droit international, .L'OMS,

institution spécialisée des - Nations Unies, ne devrait pas devancer cette.organi-

cation dans une discussion d'ordre purement politique comme l'est lé problème de-

la représentation de la Chine. Il vaudrait mieux écarter toute discussion .politique

qui risquerait d'envenimer les débats à ''OMS, débats qui, par leur natúre:.n'êm

doivent etre dénués de tout caractère passionné et passionnel, et conserver la

sérénité et la courtoisie qui les caractérisent afin de laisser l'Organisation .

poursuivre l'idéal humanitaire. qui nous fait honneur à nous tous, Membres de

l'Organisation mondiale de la Santé. Les paroles prononcées. ce matin par

M. le Premier Ministre de l'Inde sont pour ceux qui l'ont écóuté un réconfort et

unie satisfaction. Et si nos problèmes sont résolus d'une façon heureuse, c'est

grace à ce caractère particulier de notre organisation qui ne s'occupe que des

questions techniques pour le bien des peuples du monde. Monsieur le Président,

Messieurs les délégués, je vous remercie d'avoir prêté attention au point de vue

de ma délégation sur cette question.
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The PRESIDENT : Thank you I recognize the delegate of Cuba.

Le DrESCALONA .(Cuba) (traduction de l'espagnol) : Monsieur le Président,

Messieurs les délégués, mon pays tient à déclarer expressément devant l'Assemblée

mondiale de la Santé qu'aucune considération politique ne saurait exclure d'une

réunion de cette nature le point de vue fondamental et déterminant, qui est le

point de vue scientifique. Or, il est évident de ce point de vue qu'on ne saurait

parler d'une Organisation véritablement mondiale de la Santé tant que 650 millions

d'êtres humains n'y seront pas représentés. Quel caractère authentiquement mondial

peuvent en effet présenter des statistiques ou autres données scientifiques qui

laissent de caté un groupe humain aussi important ? On nous opposera certainement

des arguments politiques, mais cette Assemblée doit prendre ses décisions sur une

base technique et scientifique.. En outre, nous sommes un organisme appelé à joue -r

un raie" consultatif auprès de l'Organisation des Nations Unies et, en cette qualité,

nous devons lui montrer la. route à suivre. Pour - notre délégation, il né saurait y

avoir d'hésitation.sùr ce point .: la République populaire de Chine doit être Membre

de l'Organisation et assurer à elle seule la représentation du peuple chinois,.comme

l'ont déjà indiqué de, nombreux délégués qui m'ont précédé Aà cette tribune.

Telle est l'opinion de la délégation du: peuple cubain et je tiens à ce qu'il

en soit fait mention. expresse au procès-verbal.

The PRESIDENT : Thank you. I recognize thé delegate.of Czechoslovakia.
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Dr STICH (Czechoslovakia) (translation from the Russian): Mr President,

gentlemen, I would like to touch upon One more question of credentials. You will

remember here that in August 1960, thé Laotian people elected, in a legal consti-

tutional manner, the Government of Prince Souvanna Phouma. The programme

proclaimed by that government, directed towards thé strengthening of the independence

of Laos, raising the standard of living and improving the level of health, won

the unanimous approval of the Laotian people. However, interference by.other

States, who provoked a rebellion by General Phoum Nosavan against the Government

of Souvanna Phouma, destroyed the peaceful life of.the Laotian people. Only

a representative appointed by the Government of Prince Souvanna Phouma can be

the lawfül representative of the Laotian people. In view of this, the Czechoslovakian

delegation calls upon the delegates to the World Health Assembly to vote against

acceptance of the credentials of the representatives of the Phoumi Nosavan group.

The PRESIDENT: Thank you. I recognize the delegate of Somalia.

Dr GIUMALE (Somalia): Mr President.and honourable. members of the delegations,

this is the first time the Somalia Republic has taken part in.the discussions of

this organization as a full Member, and it honours my Government very much to

belong to this organization.

On this, from our point of view, memorable occasion, the Somali delegate

wishes to support the admission' of.th.e delegates, When they come, of the People's

Republic of China. We do this not because we want to engage, in political

controversy, or because we want to be on the side of or against any political

point of view, but simply because -we think that it is a question of Who represents
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the 600 million Chinese; and we are satisfied that only the People's Republic

of China can adequately speak in-their name. We are satisfied that it would

be just and in the best interest of this organization to have somebody.to

represent the huge mass of people who are the great Chinese people. We do

not think that consideration of this point is a political question, because if

about a fourth of the world is not covered by the activities of this organization,,

our work will be very much short of what we would like to do,

The PRESIDENT: Thank you. That concludes my list of speakers,

Fellow delegates, you have before you two resolutions: one presented by

the delegation of the USSR- I think you have that before you- the other preserrbe.

by the United States delegation. Have you that before you? I will read it:

The Assembly

DECIDES not to consider, for the duration of its fourteenth regular

session, any proposals to exclude the representatives of the Government

of the Republic of China or to seat the representatives of the Central

Peoplets Government of the People's Republic of China,

I would rule that the second resolution is further removed and is the one

on which you must vote first. You will remember it was asked that the vote

should be by roll -call, and that shall be taken in the English alphabetical

order of the names of the Members. The name of the Member to vote first shall

lbe determined by lot, - We will commence with Finland, When the .names of the

Members are called you will answer "Yes ", "No ", "abstention"- whichever of the

three you wish, Are you ready now to take the vote? Please proceed,
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A vote was taken by roll -call, the names of the following Member..States being
called in English. alphabetical order, starting with Finland, the letter F having
been determined by lot.

In favour : Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Cameroun, Canada, Central
African Republic, Chile, China, Dahomey, Ethiopia, France, Federal Republic. of
Germany,- Haiti, Iceland, Iran, Ireland, Ivory Coast, Japan, Jordan, Republic of Korea,
,Lebanon, Luxemburgs, Madagascar, Mexico,. Netherlands, New Z,aland, Niger, Paraguay,
Philippines, Spain, Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of .America, Upper Volta, Venezuela, Republic of Viet -Nam.

Against : Afghanistan, Albania, Bulgaria, Burma, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Finland,
Ghana, Guinea, India., Indonesia,. Iraq; Mali, Morocco, Nigeria, Norway, Poland, Romania,
Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,. United Arab Republic,
Yugoslavia.

'

Abstaining : Cambodia, Ceylon, Denmark, Israel, Kuwait, Liberia, Libya, Federation
of Malaya, Nepal; Pakistan; Saùdi Arabia, Senegal, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia.

Abeent : Bolivia, Brazil, Chad, Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Costa Rica, Cyprus,
Ecuador,'El Salvador, Gabon, Guatemala, Honduras, Laos, Monaco, Nicaragua, Panama,
Portugal, Union of Soúth Africa, Uruguay, Yemen.

Il est prccédé á un vote par appel nominal, les noms des Etats Membres suivants
étant appelés dans l'ordre alphabétique anglais. Le premier votant est lû Finlande,
la lettre F ayant été choisie par tirage au sort.

Pour : Argentine, Australia, Autriche, Belgique, Cameroun, Canada, Chili, Chine,
Côte d'Ivoire, Dahomey, Espagne, Etats -Unis d'Amérique, Ethiopia, France, Haiti, Haute -
Volta, Iran, Irlande, Islande, Japon, Jordanie, Liban, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Mexique,
Niger, Nouvelle -Zélande, Paraguay, Pays -Bas, Philippines, République Centrafricaine,
République de Corée, République du Viet -Nara, République fédérale d'Allemagne, Royaume -
Uni de Grande- Bretagne at d'Irlande du Nord, Thailande, Turqúie, Venezuela.

Contra : Afghanistan, Albania, Birmanie, Bulgaria, Cuba, Finlande, Ghana, Guinée,
Indonésie, Irak, Mali, Maroc, Nigéria, Norvège, Pologne, République Arabe Unie,

Roumanie, Somalie, Soudan, Tchécoslovaquie, Togo, Union des Républiaues.socialistes
soviétiques, Yougoslavie..
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Abstentions : Arabie Saoudite, Cambodge, Ceylan, Dánemark, Fédération de
Malaisie, Israël, Koweït, Libéria, Libye, Népal, Pakistan, Sénégal, Suède, Suisse,
Tunisia.

Absents : Bolivia, Brésil, Chypre, Colombie, Congo (Brazzaville), Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Equateur, Gabon, Guatemala, Honduras, Laos, Monoca, Nicaragua, Panama,
Portugal, .Tchad, . Union Sud -Africaine, Urugúay, Yémen.

The PRESIDENT The result of the voting :

Absent . . ; . 20

Abstentions . . . . 15

Yes. 38

No 24

The USA proposal is carried.

You have the report of the Committee on Credentials to accept now. Is it your

wish that the report be accepted ? Be it so.

-The United.Kingdom has asked for the floor. Please come to the rostrum.

Dr GODBER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) :

Mr President:fellow delegates., the delegation of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain-and Northern Ireland wish to put it on record that, in approving this report,

they do so on the grounds that the credentials. concerned, considered as documents,

are in order. Consequently, as the Assembly will be aware,.this approval should not

necessarily be construed as implying recognition of each of the authorities by whom

the credentials were issued.
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7. ELECTION OF THE COMIMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS
ELECTION DE LA COMMISSION DES DESIGNATIONS

The PRESIDENT: We now proceed to item 1.3 -+f the provisional agenda, the

election of the Committee on Nominations. This item is governed by Rule 23 of

the Rules of Procedures of the Health Assembly, which reads as follows:

The Health Assembly shall elect a Committee on Nominations consisting

111

of eighteen delegc.tes of as many Members.

At the beginning of each regular session the President shall submit
to the Health Assembly a list consisting of eighteen Members to comprise a
Committee on Nominations. Any Member may propose additions to such list.
On the basis of such list, as amended by any additions proposed, a vote
shall be taken in accordance with the provisions of those Rules dealing
with election.

The Executive Board at its twenty -sixth session - you will find it in

resolution EB26.R31 in the Official Records of the World Health Organization

No.106 had a finding on reducing the length of World Health Assemblies. In

the third preambular paragraph of this resolution EB26.R31, the Executive

Board recommends to the Fourteenth World Health Assembly to suspend the last

sentence of Rule 24 cf the'Assembly!s Rules of Procédure in crder to suppress

the requirement that the proposals of the Committee on Nominations shall be

communicated to the Health Assembly at least two hours before the plenary meeting

during which the election is to take place. The Executive Board has thus

proposed to us the provisional suspension of part of the relevant rule of

procedure which, as I have already mentioned, is Rule 24. You have this

recommendation of the Executive Board. Now, would there be any objection to the

provisional suspension by this plenary meeting of the requirement that the

reports of the Committee on Nominations be communicated to the Health Assembly
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at least two hours before the meeting at which the elections take place?

I see no objection. So the two -hour rule is provisionally suspended and we

will be able to proceed to,the consideration of the report as soon as it has been

distributed after their meeting.

Now we will proceed to the appointment of the Committee. In accordance with

the provisions of Rule 23 of the Rules of Procedure which I read to you earlier,

a list of eighteen Number States has been drawn up which I now submit to you. In

compiling this list, endeavour has been made to provide an equitable geographical

distribution. Account has been taken of the change in the membership of the

Organization and accordingly in the list now being proposed the distribution by

WHO regions is as follows: Africa - three; the Americas - four; South -East

Asia - one; Europe - five; Eastern Mediterranean - three; Western Pacific - two;

and the list reads: Argentina, Ceylon, France, Ghana, Haiti, Liberia, Federation of

Malaya, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Sweden, Togo, Tunisia, Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland, United States of America, and Venezuela.

Any observations on this list? I see none.

Will the Committee I have just nominated kindly proceed to Room E?

I am now going to suspend the meeting and we will gather again at 5.30 p.m.

The meeting_rose at 2.45 0.m.
La séance est levée a 14h.45.


